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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

This story is about something really creepy and disgusting. It is about routinely using people as

batteries to power devices.

What comes to my mind is the prospect of an ironic ending to the famous depiction of evolution,

the one where the neanderthal gradually turns into a straight-walking modern man, etc. It looks like

if our self-appointed global managers with eugenicist tendencies get their way, the next phase of

human evolution could be a battery!

A biological battery powering the digitized system of domination! Not a metaphorical battery where

the masters get to syphon off people’s life energy and turn it into proDts — but a literal battery!

The concept of Human Battery puts the transhumanist slogan about the need to merge with

machines — or be left behind in the evolution of the human species — in a sinister context. (Not that

the slogan needed any additional context to sound like eugenics. Seriously who are you, Mr.

Transhumanist, to consider yourself in charge of human evolution? Who appointed you?) But here

is the context: What if “being left behind” means being turned into batteries?

Come, come, useless eater, stop being so useless! Put your body to work, useless eater, antivaxxer,

grandma killer, planet killer! We have many useful machines to feed in our Fourth Industrial

Revolution! Come, come, useless eater!

Now, an important philosophical distinction: My indignation is over the scope and the intention of

their proposal. If this were merely about a neat little invention, a useful little emergency device that

allows you to charge your phone from your body when you are stuck in the middle of nowhere, and

your phone has just died — Dne, that can be reasonable!

If it were simply about the existence of an emergency device that we could use once in a blue

moon, on our terms, when needed, it wouldn’t be a problem. But in the realistic world we are living

in, this is going the way of the Matrix! Human batteries are a very “neat” foray into the twisted world

of “human capital” and “impact investment,” not to mention good ol’ energy harvesting! To quote my

2020 article about the “Great Reset for Dummies:”

“Let’s talk about “human capital.” In the new world, “human capital” is not just a metaphor for HR or

labor. Microsoft, for example, has a patent for a method of transforming human behavior into

cryptocurrency, which is done through an unspeciDed device coupled with a server that registers

body activity and “mines” crypto.

Since under the New Normal, digital and crypto are supposed to become mainstream, this looks

suspiciously like a tool that can be used both to tightly control the behavior of the poor who may

depend on this for income — and to literally mine the bodies of otherwise “useless” welfare

dependents / UBI recipients for energy.”

“Furthermore, this patent could potentially be used to create a new Dnancial instrument because, if

mined for energy, these people become “assets” that could possibly be bunched together into

virtual portfolios and virtually traded. See how neat?

Now, we are talking proper serfdom! And yes, this sounds very sci-D but let’s not forget how some

billionaire “visionaries” think — not like normal people, or else the workers at Amazon warehouses

wouldn’t be wearing diapers to skip bathroom breaks. Also let’s not forget that today, there is

trading of very theoretical items as well as betting on weather.”

I mean, we shouldn’t be surprised by the intention to abuse us, this is how our civilization has been

functioning for a long time. But it doesn’t make our pain today any less!

Make Feudalism Great Again

In their clever and “prophetic” 2015 article, the World Economic Forum “repackages” what sounds a

bit like feudalism and makes it sound like a fun activity for the peasants. (It’s easy to be prophetic

when you hold the policy makers by the balls! Oops, I said the quiet part out loud, sorry.)

Via tricky language, the WEF narrative transforms our basic human existence and the things we do

every day as happy, yokeless people, for our joy and on our own volition — in other words as useless

eaters — into potentially useful energy-generating activities, that corporations, the bureaucrats, and

the rich investors can exploit.

They subtly reframe the normal things that we do for ourselves — in the manner of “none of your

Davos business” — as “human energy powered activities,” an economic area that they can then

parasitically tap into (Drst, with their gentle pinkie, and then with their entire army of bulldozers).

Here’s from the horse’s mouth:

“Human power used to be all the rage. 150 years ago [roughly around the time when slavery and

serfdom were abolished in both of my homelands, America and Russia?], products that relied on

human energy such as the bicycle, pedal-powered lathe or sewing machine could be found in most

households [a great exaggeration about the availability of bicycles, but Dne]. But as electro-

mechanical motors developed, reliance on human-powered products gradually diminished.”

“Today, human power is not appropriately recognised for its potential as an alternative solution to

our growing energy needs. Indeed, as we search for more renewable energy sources, is it possible

to abandon using traditional electricity for certain tasks and return to human power? [yay,

feudalism!]

The way that more and more products are becoming digital and even internet-connected makes

this a challenge. But humans emit energy that can easily be harnessed from our everyday

behaviour.”

And here is a sweet incentive: “Human-powered products also have the potential to encourage us to

become more physically active … Using human-powered products as a countermeasure to our

increasingly sedentary lifestyles could create a credible new perspective towards exercise as an

alternative energy source.

In some respects, human-power can be seen as the cleanest renewable energy source available,

with great potential for helping people stay healthy and have fun.” [Awwww, how about introducing

a Ministry of Fun? A human-energy-powered Ministry of Fun? Just a thought.]

“Parasitic Harvesting”

The article then talks about a concept, appropriately called, “parasitic harvesting”: “Generating

power from people’s normal activities such as walking is known as parasitic harvesting. One

example of this in action is … a handheld tube-shaped device that clips to your belt and backpack

and generates electricity as you move around, using a magnet weight, spring, and inductive coil.” 

What a great idea! Given how subtle our cellular processes are, and how electromagnetic

frequencies are such an important language for our bodies, it makes so much sense to walk around

with a magnet and inductive coils on our body, while also bathing in the electromagnetic soup from

the 5G towers and digital devices!

Sadly, it sounds like they’ve lost their marbles. Either that or, like any literal or metaphorical slave

owners, they only care about our well-being to the extent that our well-being impacts their proDts.

Oh, and they say, we can power our wearables. Well, do we really need our wearables that badly? At

that price? Maybe not? And it could be true that in rare occasions, people may need medical

implants or wearables — but are our aspiring masters counting on everyone being sick and needing

a medical implant or wearable?

Are they planning to make everyone so sick that we will all need mothership-reporting medical

wearables to keep us alive? Oh … and … sorry … a grandma killer question … what happened to our

“fun” and “healthy” physical activity during the lockdown?

“New Wearable Device Turns the Body Into a Battery”

And here is a neat little video from 2021, accompanied by a touching, inspirational soundtrack:

The article, titled, “New wearable device turns the body into a battery” explains the invention

further:

“Researchers at CU Boulder have developed a new, low-cost wearable device that transforms the

human body into a biological battery. The device, described today in the journal Science Advances,

is stretchy enough that you can wear it like a ring, a bracelet or any other accessory that touches

your skin. It also taps into a person’s natural heat — employing thermoelectric generators to convert

the body’s internal temperature into electricity.”

Kinetic Energy Harvesting to Monitor People’s Transportation Mode

According to IEEE Digital Library, “not only can wearable devices use vibration energy to charge

their own batteries, but they could one day have a big impact on our communities.”

“That’s the conclusion reached by a group of international researchers experimenting with kinetic

energy harvesting. The group – comprised of researchers from the University of New South Wales

and the University of Queensland – sees potential to use the method as a valuable tool for things

like urban planning and development by detecting people’s modes of transportation [emphasis

mine].”

“Transportation mode detection [emphasis mine] is important to our communities,” says Sara

Khalifa, researcher from Data61|CSIRO, Australia.

“It allows researchers to consistently and reliably collect information on individuals’ traveling

behavior [emphasis mine] to inform urban design, real-time journey planning, human activity

monitoring [emphasis mine], CO2 emissions, targeted advertising and more.” In other words, we’ll

pay for our own surveillance and monitoring! Now, that’s fun!

From Body Activity to Crypto

Speaking of paying, let’s please revisit the Microsoft patent: Here is the summary:

“Human body activity associated with a task provided to a user may be used in a mining

process of a cryptocurrency system. A server may provide a task to a device of a user

which is communicatively coupled to the server. A sensor communicatively coupled to or

comprised in the device of the user may sense body activity of the user. Body activity data

may be generated based on the sensed body activity of the user.

The cryptocurrency system communicatively coupled to the device of the user may verify if

the body activity data satis>es one or more conditions set by the cryptocurrency system,

and award cryptocurrency to the user whose body activity data is veri>ed.”

cryptocurrency system

Here’s more detail:

“A virtual currency (also known as a digital currency) is a medium of exchange

implemented through the Internet generally, not tied to a speci>c government-backed “Fat”

(printed) currency such as the U.S. dollar or the Euro, and typically designed to allow

instantaneous transactions and borderless transfer of ownership.

One example of virtual currency is cryptocurrency, wherein cryptography is used to secure

transactions and to control the creation of new units …”

“A brain wave or body heat emitted from the user when the user performs the task provided

by an information or service provider, such as viewing advertisement or using certain

internet services, can be used in the mining process.

Instead of massive computation work required by some conventional cryptocurrency

systems, data generated based on the body activity of the user can be a proof-of-work, and

therefore, a user can solve the computationally diMcult problem unconsciously.

Accordingly, certain exemplary embodiments of the present disclosure may reduce

computational energy for the mining process as well as make the mining process faster.”

By the way, the word “mining” is very appropriate here. Isn’t it the mechanism that turns vibrant land

into wasteland? And will our master care when it happens to our bodies?

An Elephant in a China Shop?

For living beings, electricity is a very important language that our bodies use for internal and

external communications, and for many critical functions. Lots been said and written about it but

perhaps “The Invisible Rainbow” by Arthur Firstenberg is an excellent starting point.

Modern scientists are babies when it comes to understanding the subtleties of our bodies and our

interaction with the world. Why do they assume that the energy that our body emits is a “waste”?

How do they know it’s a waste? How do they know that is serves no purpose? Is there such a thing

in nature as “waste”? Oh and how long until we are instructed to keep ourselves in shape to be

ekcient batteries for our feudal masters?

The New Face of the Old Domination System

According to the WEF viewpoint, we are not just living our lives. We produce and spend energy. We

don’t just go about our day and do various things because we want to do them. We move around as

power generators, as human machines, on a giant conveyor. We must be ekcient.

They, the hungry messengers of the spirit of domination, are annoyed with every moment and every

inch of our free and independent existence! And of course they have been annoyed with it for

centuries — and throughout the centuries, they’ve being abusing different groups of people, with the

same existential cruelty, trying to put people to use, without any respect for the spirit. Our

independent existence is their lost proDts! How dare we!

They don’t want to leave any room for our unmonetized, unmonitored freedom. These people are

mental. They are pathetic, anxious, greedy, sorry, mechanical zombies. At the root of it, they are not

even scary, just pathetic (although they are capable of creating great carnage, and that’s the scary

part about their spiritual illness).

I am not angry, anger is not productive. But I am surely appalled! Their plight is in deDance of how

we as human beings are intended to live, in harmony with the spirit, with nature, and with each

other. They have really lost their marbles somewhere down the road! They are out of their minds,

these messengers of the ghost of domination!

The task that we are looking at is challenging and humbling. I think that they are existentially

allowed to temporarily mess with us so that we remember that the system of domination was never

right. It was not right a thousand years ago, it was not right Dve hundred years ago, and it is not

right today. Today, we feel it with our own souls and our own lesh really badly — and it was never

right.

And it’s time to remember that we are the children of spirit and Earth, just like many who came

before us and faced the Machine. I, for one, am disgusted with the psychopaths but I am not afraid

because we are love, and where there is love, there are no human batteries and no fear.

About the Author

To Dnd more of Tessa Lena's work, be sure to check out her bio, Tessa Fights Robots.
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How ironic ...since we (and all life) ARE batteries and generators....And ironic since our voltages have been harvested forever in the

form of labors and less obviously stolen by bad food, drugs and the stresses of being enslaved and micromanaged by the cowboys

running this human feedlot...Blinded by cultural narratives and bound by religious promises of eternal life through good behavior, we

can't picture our existence as beasts of burden...Our parasitic rulers only stop after grinding us into Soylent. As a free living hominid, I

Dnd this structured civilization reprehensible, cruel and archaic. We never learned from history and the rise and fall of the (Un)-Holy

Roman Empire....
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Meet the Human Battery, a New Source of "Green" Energy
Analysis by Tessa Lena

The concept of Human Battery puts the transhumanist slogan about the need to merge with

machines — or be left behind in the evolution of the human species — in a sinister context

&

The World Economic Forum has an ambition to transform people into batteries to power

electronic devices and urban development

&

“Parasitic harvesting” [sic] is a method of generating power from people’s normal activities&

The prospect of making us all “useful” to the Davos crowd by turning us into energy sources

reeks of digital feudalism

&

Microsoft has a patent for a method of transforming human behavior into cryptocurrency, which is done through an unspeciDed device coupled with

a server that registers body activity and “mines” crypto

&
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"Our parasitic rulers only stop after grinding us into Soylent." Right on the mark. Yet civilians continue to "organize"

organizations, who pretend to organize against other organizations, so that everything will eventually be organized. Makes the

head spin...
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hi FH you wrote "As a free living hominid, I Dnd this structured civilization reprehensible, cruel and archaic." Thank you for saying

those kind hearted words! You are germanely correct, and where a thought can be equated with a concentrate, then the sheer

depth of the truth of it is indeed equivalent to a concentrate! Whew, this hits home. Thank you! I wanted to say that a friend

stated that those capable of such abuse/violence, are out of touch with the reality of spirit as the core of all life. That they don't

so much as see it in life, let alone relate to it.

To them, we are indeed free-walking robots and nothing more. It sounds to me like to them, the world is a lifeless machine,

capable of no sentient feeling, no responses, nothing. Just sterile. If the deDnition of insanity is being out of touch with reality,

here is a living picture of it. I am not a psychologist but I surely am entitled to my free thoughts and true responses. Here they

are. This is a picture of a robotic world, an unreeality and hence, its own form of psychotic warpage of perception.

The truth is that we are living, sentient beings, with a soul, with feelings, with happiness or suffering all alike....as needs no

saying....to those of us who have no screw loose in our brains and are capable of empathy, remorse and caring concern for

others. Those lacking in s uch qualities, pose a threat to society and should, under the law requiring dangerous people to be

held against their will, be indeed interned lifelong in a psyche hospital. My honest thoughts.
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"The Matrix" anyone? ... Art is so telling.
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Well said Mirandola!! Shiva - right? Art is very telling. I've been watching the strange movies my kids were raised with - so

different from what I was raised with - then again, I think part of my questioning side was from the strange movies I saw - like

Escape to Witch Mountain - stuff like that - so wild .. I'd like to go back and revisit those movies that freaked me out as a kid -

and see what they were programming me with LOL.
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The author sure knows how to turn something so sinister into something so humorous!  Well done!
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Yup. Yet no one talks about reducing energy consumption. Earth's atmosphere is decaying toward "Venus syndrome" minute by

minute. > www.geoengineeringwatch.org/global-geoengineering-fueling-venus-syndro..  Let's keep up the good work...
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Glen Beck's book Agenda 21 includes human power - people whose jobs it was to spend their days walking on treadmills in order to

generate energy for the community at large. I am becoming thoroughly convinced that no idea is too outlandish to consider any longer.

If just three years ago, I had told you of what the pandemic would yield, you'd have thought me crazy. Yet, here we are.
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More than 50 years ago, my dad had a self winding watch. It was wound (no electronics here) by the movement of of the arm. Why do

we even need a battery?
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I have wanted one of those forever!
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Reckon we could 'turn the power on them' and fry their arses??? LOL
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That’s a great idea
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Yaaaasssss!
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The idea of humans as batteries was ridiculous and inekcient; it's far more cost-effective to collect the free natural energy all around

us, in this Electric Universe, even use fossil/plant combustion energy. It is ridiculous for us big brained people to be used as an energy

source, which wastes our natural talents. Apparently vast knowledge, including resonant-antenna free-energy collection and other

empowering technologies, were demolished/suppressed to allow the Black 'Nobility' to steal massive power over us, after world-wide

mud loods and their conquest of the diminished (real) Tartarian Empire. Tesla is suspected of being an agent of Black 'Nobility'

misdirection, and possibly a selective plagiarist of the original inventors.
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This made me imagine a gym that connects its exercise equipment to generators so that their members, who pay to become

members, also pay for the heat/AC and lights by generating the power for the building.
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Yes reminds me of the episode from Black Mirror called "15 million merits". https://youtu.be/4oTiKWCb0k0  Everyone is riding

exercise bikes to power their world. It's a miserable life.
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The slogan for today My Life Is None of Your Davos Business. Tessa has it going & you go girl! * "Modern scientists are babies when it

comes to understanding the subtleties of our bodies and our interaction with the world. - - - Why do they assume that the energy that

our body emits is a “waste”? - - - How do they know it’s a waste? - - - How do they know that it serves no purpose? {Most of all,} - - - Is

there such a thing in nature as “waste”? Oh and how long until we are instructed to keep ourselves in shape to be ekcient batteries for

our feudal masters?" * Tonsils? Useless. Whoops, years later, part of our immune system, removal should be last resort.

Appendix? Useless. Whoops, also part of our immune system as a reservoir of microbes to reseed our digestive tract after a bad bout.

Mother's milk? Old fashion, full of useless compounds, use our modern new and improved baby formula. (Apologies to the Moms who

have trouble breast feeding.) Again, whoops, the compounds scientist once determined useless feeds the child's growing gut bacteria

health setting up it's foundation for it's health for life. Fiber, useless? Again, whoops food for the Lifeforms who convert the food we

eat into the compounds actually feeding our bodies. Therein may be the problem. Parasitic Predator overlords do not like to share &

feel a need to own & control everything.

Tessa is spot on with; "These people are mental. They are pathetic, anxious, greedy, sorry, mechanical zombies. At the root of it, they

are not even scary, just pathetic (although they are capable of creating great carnage, and that’s the scary part about their spiritual

illness)." In the penthouse loor of their Modern Tower of Babble they are disconnected & removed from interaction with Life, with

Creation. For all their material accumulations, power, control & inluence over so much, they are actually empty, hollow, lacking, lashing

out & killing the very things that would truly heal their emptiness.
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Bless you for being brave and knowledgeable enough to keep us informed of a world gone mad. BUT Where do I Dnd your good old

health tips. I used to search a topic, such as Liver, or Blood circulation, etc. and I'd Dnd your articles and tips. HELP.
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They advertised this through their movie, The Matrix.
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Everyone should read "The Invisible Rainbow". You will not regret it or forget it, I promise you.
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And when our bodies are worn out, then they can recycle us into Soylent Green and feed us back to those who are still moving. Now

that is green energy!
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Truly!  lol
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We were discussing this anti-abortion thing out there right now - I mean I can hear both sides in this, but when you tell me someone

received jailtime for a miscarriage or that birth control won't be allowed, I start scratching my head. "You can't leave the state without a

negative pregnancy test?" Um - WHAT? Don't we think the overreach is a bit much here? Well - after reading this article, I'm wondering

what IS really at the bottom of this. I know the views of the Catholic church - they wanted as many kids born as possible with birth

control being a sin. Christian view - a human at conception. I get these. But we don't mind sending our boys off to war to get blown up.

We don't mind poison water, injections, injecting the country with an experimental vax, GMOs, fake food, toxins.

I listened to one girl say, "It's because there aren't enough workers - like low wage earners. We need more of them and this is how they

are going to get them." IF THE GOVERNMENT WANTS TO MAKE ABORTION ILLEGAL, THEN THEY NEED TO PUT THEIR MONEY

WHERE THEIR MOUTH IS. You have to have that baby and we'll support you, we'll put that baby through college, we'll pay for your

housing and food... Is that what's next? If it's not, that would be a shame, because then they'll have the ultimate control, won't they?

We'll OWE them, perhaps with that baby's life.
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How do these people get away trying to take over the world? . And how are they even still alive? Wheres a drone when you need it?
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We still think we are pretty clever but some of us are waking up. What's the next bright idea? Let's wear our wet clothing until it dries

using the body heat as a dryer, see? Pretty darn smart, I am, I am.
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I have always been a very static person, getting shocked by every elevator button, some rental car handles, and shocking cats when I

pet them. So, I always say there's A LOT of untapped power everywhere that we should be harnessing instead of using fossil fuels. So,

yes let's get that power, but wcan we do it right? (keep greed and carelessness out)
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The higher they rise, the harder they will fall. A) Let us ask the question, what happens to the nervous system when it is continually

exposed to electricity? Over-stimulation would, I would think in my qualiDed layperson's projections, result either in fried wire-like brain

burnout and under-functioning, or over-stimulation and hence, maybe unchecked lack of impulse control, hyperactivity, nervousness,

etc......maybe even criminal behavior? And how will the correlation be denied, if this was to happen?

Come on. It's time for a think! Daniel Amen MD specializes in brain health and scans before/after treatment,wrote about brain

over-stimulation with computers, let alone being hooked up to a battery! B) A retired scientist/researcher showed me a study in which

5G currents were pulsed through lizards. They found that low levels consistently pulsed, aided iimmunity but that inconsistency, when

at high voltages and up/down, caused immunity to plummet. Then again another study of healthy 70+ year olds with normal, healthy

blood seen under a microscope, showed blood clotting when exposed to 5G.C)

Whether or not the proposed battery relates to 5G is not the point here. Instead, the point is that there are impacts on the health level

with electromagnetic exposure, and people who deny this are just plain denialists and not even smart or thinkers.D) Human beings are

not machines. The sheer disrespect of this mere suggestion is objectionable and belongs in the reject pile, right from the get-go.

Something is wrong with people who regard other people as machines. We are spirits, with a soul, with heart, each created in our own

form of beauty, humor, and the divine essence which is the core of all life. It is time for those with blind eyes, to open up and behold,

and see. Reverence is key to all healthy, happy life and inherently results in an honoring of all life. Wherever there is no honoring of life,

there is crime. The sleepers must wake up or seek professional treatment
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If mental health "professional", then don't bother. They wallow in a cesspool of sophistry, deceit, and manipulation. Seek out the

wisdom of philosophers instead. Wisdom is vindicated by its results.
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That Microsoft patent is bizarre. It's absolute gibberish. Nothing in it makes any sense. Reading it reminds me of the Sokal hoax,

except that it does seem more sinister.
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This is straight out of The Matrix movie.
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And what happens if one forgets to turn off the switch, thereby depleting all their body's electrical energy??? Can they recharge like

these people??? www.supersilly.com/.../realultimateborg  | www.360cities.net/.../borg-chamber  .. OK everyone, problem solved:

www.rangeolight.org/.../power-and-shade-on-our-heads-2
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If it weren't for my faith in God, I would indeed despair. These people are crazies that somehow got out of the looney bin.
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If they came from the looney bin there might be some hope, but, they came from way below our feet under the ground....Zero

humanity! The Dght is between this zero humanity (creating their insane form of humanity) and the true Creator - who will

conquer in the end - and they know this! They will crazily do anything they want and can do to control and conquer as far as, and

as long as, they can. He will come. Hold onto your true humanity and spirit with all you have, and believe. No matter the cost to

you in this awful time, don't give them your soul. He will come. We all will leave here at some moment in time, we never know

when and how, think, and choose well. Your choice is to be with the good in the hereafter - or to be with these goons - no other

option. Courage!
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turkthagoras
Joined On 5/30/2011 6:47:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As a child, (I'm now 73), I told my parents that children's playground equipment could be used to generate electricity. They told me I

was crazy. Oh well.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The purity of children!!!
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JerryNowacki
Joined On 1/31/2010 9:23:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Morpheus, you were right about turning the human into a battery. What next? By any chance is it possible that WE (whatever WE

is) exist in a simulation ? Is it possible that the reality WE experience is created in our Mind ? Because of the Laws of Thermodynamics

that WE are enenrgy and as the Law states that energy cannot be created or destroyed that we came from from forever and transition

to forever when the Avatar BioDeld ceases / loses sparking capability, but the electrical component ( Soul / Spirit) continues ?? So

many questions with such little time ! Whle we're on the subjust of the mystical. What is time ? Where did time come from ? Who msde

up the measurment of time intervals ? Minutes, seconds, hours, days, weeks, months, etc ?
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's based on the rotation of the Earth, divided into years, months, days, hours, minutes and seconds.
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charlesdad
Joined On 8/5/2021 7:16:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Shades of ROBOCOP.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Let's see... how might I use a transportation detection device? Maybe I could drop it in a 5-gallon bucket with a lid, tie it to a tree

branch in a stream with a rapid current to bounce up and down. Or place it on the blade of a wind whirligig. Hang it on the clothesline

and let it lap in the wind. Tape it to a playing card in a bicycle wheel. If you have an electrical utility transformer box on your property, it

is a great place to leave anything with an ID chip to neutralize it. Hide it under a branch or trash.

Leave it maybe 30 days. "I just don't understand why this ID passport does not work for me. I constantly have to get it reissued. It must

be something unique about my body energy or chemistry that constantly causes it to malfunction." As a "useless eater", I have recently

discovered (thanks to covid shortages) that my homegrown food has great bartering power. The shortages are teaching me many

important lessons. I spend less on food, lately, because I do not want to buy the only crap avail.

I learn to do more myself. I am becoming even more self-reliant. A worst case scenario would be living on a native diet of venison

stew, wild fruits, greens/weeds and herbal teas. I would be healthier and lose weight. Mycotherapies that rival antibiotics. I know, from

history, that anytime there is a dictatorship, military round ammo is widely avail on the black market, making hunting possible. It is

dikcult to place the location of a single shot--esp in an isolated rural area without shot detection technology. Reloading.

However, archery is silent. Reloading. I am shocked to learn today that some of the wild foods on our table have more than tripled in

price. We move ever closer to living off the land and wild-harvesting. It may be a wise move in the future if we do not want to eat

goobered up adulterated foods. Nature is best. There is nothing healthy about these manufactured foods. The people who

manufacture them are playing God. That never works out very well
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Pappioso
Joined On 12/16/2021 2:43:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sounds like "The Matrix"
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

thebatterystation.com/.../1-218x150.jpg
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Roland_A
Joined On 3/30/2021 3:29:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am a human battery every time I ride a bicycle with a hub dynamo.
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tallulah3
Joined On 4/21/2021 9:26:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a stupid idea
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It seems we are all doomed, so let's just stick our heads down and kiss our butts good-bye. What can the average person do? I ask

myself this every day, what can "I" do to help? I transmit the info, get kicked off every social media platform. I'm average with an

average income and in my 60s. I can't sleep at night.
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nj_indy
Joined On 2/9/2022 11:20:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Average people just learning about the crazy plans of the psychopaths, by itself, is helpful. When enough of us know enough to

see what might be coming, we can be ready to resist it.  Pay attention to your whole diet of information/news. There's plenty of

bad news out there to make anyone feel sick; don't consume too much at once! As with anything, you need to Dnd a balance that

works for you. You won't be as able to help to rest of us out when needed if you aren't well rested!
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped asking - every decade they push a doomsday scenario at us. Only now, with this world experiment, I feel like we might

be a bit closer.  So what I'm going to do is NOT stick my head in the sand and kiss our butts goodbye - but instead, enjoy every

moment possible. From sunrise to sunset girl! They WILL NOT steal my joy. Do you let them either.
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kfa6931
Joined On 8/20/2021 8:12:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Everytime I read something like this, I can't sleep at night.
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Charly ali
Joined On 12/13/2007 12:12:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you take Ashwaganda and magnesium? They are very helpful, as well as Liposomal Vitamin C.
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jam9139
Joined On 11/5/2018 8:59:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is how you sleep at night. You get a Bible and start reading it. The thing that all these people are missing is the Creator of the

universe, (and us-)God. His Word (the Bible) tells us what will happen in the future, and in the last days, which we are in. It will get

worse before it gets better, but He wins in the end. Believe in His Son, and you will have peace, and be able to sleep!
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RichardNoakes
Joined On 5/22/2021 3:40:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cobalt-60 dirty bombs combined with mRNA vaccines equals massive cancer death wave In today's exclusive analysis, we detail how

cobalt-60 dirty bombs unleash a low level of radioactive contamination in the affected area. This radiation is not intense enough to kill

people from simple radiation exposure, but when combined with the mRNA "vaccines" and their spike protein suppression of the NHEJ

chromosomal repair mechanism in cell nuclei, even a low level of radiation could set off a cancer death wave by initiating genetic

mutations in the bodies of victims.

Stated another way, people who took mRNA vaccines are walking time bombs of cancer, since the presence of the spike protein

achieves around a 90 percent suppression of double strand break (DSB) chromosomal repair capability, meaning that any source of

ionizing radiation could set off widespread cancer tumor growth. That includes cobalt-60 dirty bombs, which the US government is

now drilling for in security drills taking place in Austin, Texas this week.
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Keythong
Joined On 3/2/2021 12:07:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That's assuming that Radioactivity is really all that dangerous, e.g. a "rogue" ex government scientist handled and ate highly

radioactive Plutonium, and never got ill. Maybe the Cobalt-60 is not pure, and was deliberately made into an absorbable salt!

Accelerated particle beams, like X-Rays are often far more dangerous!
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But we already have billions of Trans Humans - about time they were rounded up and put to some use, like human batteries, don't you

think?: All the Covid-19 “vaccine” patents mention gene deletion. All the patents except one, mention “complimentary DNA” (cDNA).

cDNA is a chimeric mRNA cocktail that’s being coded into Human cells using artiDcial genetic sequences in cross-species genomics.

According to the US Supreme Court ruling in 2013, altering Humans with cDNA makes them patent eligible. The court documents

show that cDNA is made using modiDed bacterium and Supreme Court judges ruled it patent eligible.

This means that a plant, animal or Human, could be patented and owned if Drst genetically modiDed with cDNA. Mark Steele

summarized it perfectly by stating: In the US, the Supreme Court has ruled that vaccinated people worldwide are products, patented

goods, according to US law, no longer human. Through a modiDed DNA or RNA vaccination, the mRNA vaccination, the person ceases

to be human and becomes the OWNER of the holder of the modiDed GEN vaccination patent, because they have their own genome and

are no longer “human” (without natural people), but “trans-human”, so a category that does not exist in Human Rights.

The quality of a natural person and all related rights are lost. This applies worldwide and patents are subject to US law. Since 2013, all

people vaccinated with GM-modiDed mRNAs are legally trans-human and legally identiDed as trans-human and do not enjoy any

human or other rights of a state, and this applies worldwide, because GEN-POINT technology patents are under US jurisdiction and

law, where they were registered.” See link here: ambassadorlove.wordpress.com/2021/12/08/covid-19-patent-horrors/
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We know that the vaccinated are transmitting signals on 5G which can be picked up on any iPhone in Developers Mode, with

Bluetooth, but we don’t know where those signals are going or why  so by the same token, what can be received at the other end, could

just as easily transmit signals through the 5G Cell Towers to the vaccinated, to kill them, or take control of their minds and thus

enslave them, without any of the vaccinated being able to resist, whatever fate awaits them and this I fear is the future which awaits

the vaccinated, when this procedure begins, at some pre determined point in time. Will it matter then - probably not - everything that

should have been done, was not and the end result is predetermined, I would say  at least for the vaccinated. Good Luck y’all with that.

“By ? You will own nothing and you will be happy?” Sounds like a human robot to me, preprogrammed to do what they are told, without

thought for themselves or their ongoing safety.
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